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Abstract 

Both nuclear and electronic dynamics contribute to protein function and need multiple and 

complementary techniques to reveal their ultrafast structural dynamics response. Real-space 

information obtained from the measurement of electron density dynamics by X-ray crystallography 

provides aspects of both, while the molecular physics of coherence parameters and frequency-

frequency correlation needs spectroscopy methods. Ultrafast pump-probe applications of protein 

dynamics in crystals provide real-space information through direct X-ray crystallographic structure 

analysis or through structural optical crystallographic analysis. Recent development of methods of 

analysis for ultrafast macromolecular X-ray crystallography and ultrafast non-linear structural optical 

crystallography will be presented. The current and future high repetition rate capabilities provided by 

XFELs for ultrafast diffraction studies provide opportunities for optical control and optical selection of 

nuclear coherence which may develop to access higher frequency dynamics through improvements 

of sensitivity and time resolution to reveal coherence directly. Specific selection of electronic 

coherence requires optical probes, which can provide real-space structural information through 

photoselection of oriented samples and specifically in birefringent crystals. Ultrafast structural 

optical crystallography of photosynthetic energy transfer has been demonstrated and the theory of 

two-dimensional structural optical crystallography has shown a method for accessing the structural 

selection of electronic coherence. 
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